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1. Introduction. 
 

1.1 Section Profile: 

 
The Regeneration Unit is comprised of the following service units and the staff for each: 
 

Service Unit Manager Staff 

Head of Regeneration Brian Dorrian Sonia Tomblin 

Urban Development David Shivers David Birch 
Carly McMullan 
Geraldine McCann 
Nick Brown 
Brendan George  

Rural Development Marguerite Osborne  Mark Christie  
Pamela Dempster 
Beverly Skillen  

 
The chart below shows where the Regeneration Unit sits within the organisation.   

 

 
1.2 Why do we deliver the service? 
 
The Regeneration Unit liaises with strategic partners to drive investment, revitalisation and 
the renewal of both the urban and rural areas of the Borough.  
 
The service supports the following strategic priorities in the Ards and North Down Borough 
Council Corporate Plan; 
 

• Increase pride in the Borough through initiatives and projects. 

• Invest in and promote the Borough’s rich cultural heritage and environment through a 
well – planned and designed borough with attractive local environments using local 
development place plans and continued investment. 

• Enhance our towns, villages and coastlines through a number of completed public realm 
schemes, publishing village and town plans for all areas.  

• Attract and promote economic investment.  

• Enhance the visitor experience to increase visitor spend through the development of 
distinctive place branding for all five towns. 

• Develop a thriving rural economy by taking time to understand and address the needs of 
each individual village and support learning and engagement between villages. 

• Ensure we take time to understand our customers’ needs and manage our people, 
money, assets effectively so we can deliver on our objectives for the Borough. 

 
This service also supports two of the key outcomes identified in Community Plan, namely:  

Directorate of 
Regeneration , 

Development & 
Planning

Regeneration
Economic 

Development
Tourism Planning
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•  All people in Ards and North Down benefit from a prosperous economy.  
 

• All people in Ards and North Down have pride from having access to a well-managed 
sustainable environment. 

 
The Integrated Strategy for Tourism, Regeneration and Economic Development presents a 
coherent vision for the pursuit of prosperity in the Borough of Ards and North Down of which 
the Regeneration Unit plays a key role in terms of placemaking, urban and rural 
development.  It also sets out the key elements for development, which the Regeneration 
Unit will undertake the lead in delivering.  
 
The Council has no statutory obligation for regeneration as the powers did not transfer with 
RPA.  However, whilst much of the regeneration activity undertaken is discretionary, it is 
covered under a number of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) (Northern 
Ireland) Orders as well as the Local Government Act (NI) 2014, under the general power of 
competence (Well-being).  A number of the potential development sites are progressed 
under the Local Government Act (NI) 1972. 
 
 
1.3 What is the purpose of the service? 
 
The role of the Regeneration Unit includes: 
 

• Delivering initiatives that remove dereliction and protect the built environment.  

• Working in partnership with each Town & Village Groups and continuing the 
Master/Village planning process to identify key priorities across the Borough. The 
Regeneration Unit will continue to work closely with the Department for Communities 
(DfC) and Department of Agriculture, Environment and Rural Affairs (DAERA) to ensure 
that as much funding as possible is secured for the Borough for physical development.  
In the absence of the regeneration powers transferring to local government, the Council 
will continue to deliver an agreed work plan with the DfC. Other sources of funding will 
also be sought to compliment this work.  

• To aid in the delivery of major regeneration projects, which will result in job creation or in 
attracting more activity from tourism.  

• Providing an administrative and financial management function to Ards and North Down 
Rural Partnership, which is the organisation tasked with delivering the Rural 
Development Programme in this area in conjunction with the Department of Agriculture, 
Environment and Rural Affairs (DAERA).  This programme has a budget of £3.85 million 
of funding for this area up to 2021.  Under this there is a target to create 40 new jobs in 
the rural area and over £800K for village improvement projects.  

• Additional funding of £1,088,769 has been secured from the Department towards Village 
Renewal projects. 

• As the Rural Development Programme enters its final phase officers will continue to work 
with DAERA officials in shaping a new programme for the future.  

• Supporting the roll of SEAFLAG in partnership with Newry, Mourne and Down District 
Council as the lead administrator. DAERA has approved the NI SEAFLAG Strategy 
2018-2020, which outlines how €2.73 million (approx. £2.3 million) of funding should be 
allocated to the local fishing dependent communities, which includes Portavogie within 
this Borough. 

• Providing an administrative and financial management function to roll out the TRPSI 
Micro Business Development grants to support rural businesses. 

• Promoting the economic and physical regeneration of Donaghadee by delivering £3.1 
million of investment through the heritage-led, Donaghadee Townscape Heritage 
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Initiative. Supported by the National Lottery Heritage Fund (£1.0 million NLHF grant), the 
initiative will bring 12 derelict or under used heritage buildings back into sustainable, 
commercial use and deliver an Education and Training Programme promoting 
awareness and participation in activities focused the heritage of the town. 

 
The Regeneration Unit is now playing an important function as part of the Council’s role in 
coordinating and delivering recovery following the first phase of the Coronavirus pandemic 
(C19).  As well as offering support and advice, the Unit is administering a grant support 
scheme aimed at all customer facing businesses within the towns and smaller settlements.  
The funding has been received from the Department for Communities (DfC), Department for 
Infrastructure (DfI) and the Department of Agriculture, Environment and Rural Affairs 
(DAERA).  Under the Scheme DfC has committed £1.06 for urban recovery projects, while 
DAERA has committed £114K for the rural settlement and DfI has committed £397K, which 
can be used across the Borough. This Scheme has been determined by the Departments as 
a capital scheme only, but DfC has now also allocated £60K for revenue expenditure.    
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2. Customers/Stakeholders 
 

2.1 Who are your customers and what do you know about them? 
 

Customers Profile / characteristics Interest 
How much does our work 
and our plans impact upon 
this stakeholder and vice 
versa? (Low, Medium or 
High) 

Power 
How much influence does 
this stakeholder have over 
the success or failure of 
our work and our plans? 
(Low, Medium or High) 

Support 
What is this stakeholder’s 
current view of our work 
and our plans? (Supporter, 
Neutral or Critic) 

     
Residents Population: 157,000 High Medium Supporter 
Elected Members 40  High High Supporter 
CLT/HOST/SUM Internal stakeholders High High Supporter 
DfC, DAERA,  Partners High High Supporter 
DfI Roads Partner High High Neutral 
Ards and North 
Down Rural 
Partnership 

11 social partners and 9 
elected members 

High High Supporter 

Lobby groups, 
village groups, town 
groups, chambers of 
commerce 

Social partners and elected 
members 

High Med Neutral/Critic 

FLAG Board  10 social partners and 2 
elected members 

High High Supporter 
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2.2 What are your customers’ needs/demand levels? 
 

Customers Needs / demands from the service 

Residents Requirement for good placemaking and a vision for future 
development in the Borough and to see the out workings of the 
ITRDS.  They also want to see practical projects that targets town and 
village dereliction and the improvement of these areas.  They would 
also wish to see more synergy between rural and urban development.  

Employees Quality and supporting environment, adequate resources and on-
going training and development.  Also, a time frame for delivering 
projects that is realistic.  Also, to see how they fit into the delivery of 
the ITRDS and how the NI Assembly will deliver change that can be 
seen in local areas. 

Elected Members Supporting and enabling service delivery and to be included in the 
planning for the development of the Borough.  To see a development 
plan across all areas of the Borough and where possible have buy-in 
from local communities. 

Town & Village 
Steering Groups 

Local people having a say on future developments in their area.  Also, 
to see actions in trying to tackle the number of businesses closing, or 
not reopening, following C19 lock down.   

Chambers of 
Commerce/Trade 

To assist with practical and financial support to aid growth in the retail 
core of the five towns.  To give leadership and to be a link to central 
government in advocating for support for businesses.   

Ards and North Down 
Village Partnership 

Requirement for an excellent administration service that is fully 
compliant with DAERA regulations. 

FLAG Supporting services and funding and the development of projects. 

DfC Supporting and funding. 

DAERA Supporting and funding. 

 

2.3 Customer satisfaction / needs 
 
Urban Regeneration 
 

• Portaferry Public Ream Meetings – These meetings were established to assist in the 
design of an appropriate environmental improvement scheme that meet the funding 
requirements and reflect the needs of the village. The design also was notified and 
informed through a public consultation exercise, based on customer needs. 

• Bangor Waterfront Working Groups – The Belfast Region City Deal (BRCD) Bangor 
Waterfront Development has meant setting up 4 key thematic working groups to 
assist in developing plans and concept designs for a 2.2-mile coastal stretch of 
Bangor. A number of key stakeholder engagements have taken place with site visits 
and planning sessions in conjunction with the designer (Aecom). These meetings 
reflect the views of many local stakeholders, identifying needs for this development 
and a rationale to be tested through Economic Appraisals. 

• Bangor Waterfront Workshops – In a culmination of Bangor Waterfront working 
groups joint workshops have taken place to develop an overall development plan and 
merging the thinking of the 4 thematic working groups to give a cohesive agree plan. 
These workshops agreed the priorities and need for the projects identified for the 
overall development plan. 

• Town Steering Groups – The 5 town steering groups have met on a number of 
occasions to deal with localised issues and also agree an updated forward work plan 
with the main funder Department for Communities (DfC). The forward work plan will 
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be further developed to meet the needs identified by the town Masterplans and 
through stakeholder engagement via the town centre working group  

• Chamber Meetings – There have been a number of key meetings to map progress of 
the 5 Chambers against their business plans based on the needs of each town’s 
traders and the development of the Chamber. This has also included a less 
formalised approach in 5 Chamber meetings for the exchange of good practice which 
is becoming more constructive and a real networking opportunity. 

• As part of the Council’s external recovery process, Task and Finish Recovery Groups 
have been formed in the five towns which will then morph into the new Town 
Advisory Groups.  These comprise of elected members, chamber of commerce 
representatives, DfC/DAERA officials and Council officers.  Their role is to aid with 
the development of a recovery action plan for each town and to assist with the 
delivery of the new Business Adaptation and Improvement Scheme which has been 
implemented to deliver some of the funding received from the Departments directly to 
businesses.  These Groups have now met a number of times.  

• A new Task and Finish Rural Recovery Group has also been formed, comprising of 
four elected members and business representative.  Their role is to aid with the 
development of a recovery action plan for the villages and smaller settlements. 

 
Consultations in the last year 
 

• Portaferry Public Realm - Stakeholder engagement and public consultation on design of 
the environmental improvement scheme. 

• Bangor Waterfront Working Groups – Stakeholder engagement sessions and workshops 
to inform the concept design of the overall scheme. 

• Queen’s Parade Consultative panel meetings – These meetings are held with key 
stakeholders to communicate and get feedback on the progression of the Queen’s 
Parade Development, a number of meetings have been held at key milestones in the 
development to ensure key stakeholder groups can inform a wider audience of the 
stages of this important development. 

 
Consultations to be undertaken this year 
 

• Portaferry Public Realm – Public consultation via the planning application. 

• Portaferry Public Realm - Business surveys pre-public realm scheme. 

• Portaferry Public Realm – Shoppers’ surveys pre-public realm. 

• Bangor Waterfront Development – Consultation on the concept design and priorities for 
the BCRD business case. 

• 5 Town Steering Groups – Further consultation on the town Masterplans and associated 
Action Plans detailing potential projects for the Town Steering Group to consider. 

• Queen’s Parade - Public consultation via the planning application. 
 
 
Rural Development 
 
Consultations in the last year 
 
Following each of the pre-funding workshops held to inform potential applicants of the Rural 
Development Programme, surveys of the participants have been completed with over 85% 
satisfaction rating on the information given. 
 
Consultations to be undertaken this year 
 

• terms of reference for the review current programme review, subject to funding 
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• satisfaction to be considered where possible as part of the monitoring of projects as 
part of the TRPSI and Rural Development Programme. 

 
The Council has also agreed that a Task and Finish Rural Recovery Group will be formed to 
consult with businesses in the villages and smaller settlements.  This will comprise of one 
elected member from each DEA with a rural area, one business representative from each of 
the villages, CDRCN representative, DAREA official and Council officers.  Their role is to aid 
with the development of a recovery action plan for the rural area and to assist with the 
delivery of the new Business Adaptation and Improvement Scheme which has been 
implemented to deliver some of the funding received from the Departments directly to 
businesses. 
 
Village Renewal  
 
Consultations in the last year 
 
As part of the process of reviewing village plans, ongoing meetings have been held with 
representatives from various villages.  Officers attended 16 general meetings in the last 
year. 
 
In addition, a number of actions identified in these plans have been discussed and 
progressed and taken forward in partnership and consultation with the followings villages: 
 
Ballywalter, Portavogie, Ballygowan Village Hall and Moss Road, Ballygowan. (9 meetings 
with local communities) 
 
Consultations to be undertaken this year 
 

• Consultations with each Village Steering group pre and post the implementation of 
Village Renewal Schemes. 

• Consider ways of evaluating public satisfaction towards the schemes. 
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3. Context, Challenges and Assumptions 
 

3.1 Context 
 

Political 
Brexit and the issues with trading with GB 
and EU. 
The Executive and Assembly.   
The out workings of the City Deal. 
Public negativity on local politics. 
Global political changes with the emphases 
on sustainability. 
Departmental budgets and future planning. 
Fear that the Executive will be requested to 
raise more public funding from within NI. 
Political differing opinions on managing the 
fallout of C19 

Economic 
Brexit and everything which is still unknown 
about the trading arrangements. 
Loss of EU grants. 
Loss of NI grants due to budget uncertainty. 
Rate increases, local and regional. 
Increasing pressure on local businesses. 
Expectation on Council value for money on 
rates. 
Efficiency agenda – more for less. 
More pressure on the High Streets. 
More sustainable trading practices. 
The out workings of the Queen’s Parade 
development.  
Devastating effects of C19. 
The effects of lock down on the economy. 
Vast numbers of people working from home 
and therefore not providing footfall in our 
towns. 
The ending of the furlough scheme. 
 

Social 
Lower disposable income as wage 
increases are not linked to inflation. 
Increasingly older local population. 
Expectation on the Council to deliver value 
for money services. 
More demand to duplicate Council services 
throughout the Borough. 
Expectation that Council will meet the 
shortfall from government departments. 
Expectation that Council will take forward 
all projects identified in master / village 
plans. 
Expectation that the Council will undertake 
services that are no longer provided by 
Central Government.  
Supporting normalisation following C19. 
Demand to reopen and redeliver as many 
Council services as quickly as possible. 
  

Technological 
Aging Wi-Fi infrastructure. 
Poor connectively in rural areas. 
Better use of social media networks to 
inform user groups. 
Change in shopping trends due to better 
technology. 
With so many people working from home 
the wi-fi infrastructure is unable to cope. 
The development and adaptation of 
software to enable group meetings.  

Legal/Compliance 
Social value clauses. 
Rural proofing. 
Procurement regulations. 
Legislative changes due to Brexit. 
Increased audit scrutiny. 
Match funding levels. 

Environmental 
Zero Carbon regulations. 
Sustainability issues. 
Poor coastal defence in rural areas. 
Better promotion of sustainable travel 
especially in the rural areas. 
Development potential awaiting the 
outcome of the Local Development Plan. 
Climate Emergency. 
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Funding offers have more conditions 
attached to them pre and post funding 
award. 
More risks associated with project delivery. 
C19 regulations  

 
 
3.2 What changes are you expecting in the next few years? (PESTLE) 
 

• As the Regeneration function and associated budget did not transfer from DfC, it is 
anticipated that through negotiation a budget for a number of projects will still be secured 
from DfC.  However, the level of budget is expected to drop with the Council being 
expected to meet more of the costs and any grant awarded it comes from a competitive 
application process.  Some of the Masterplans and Village Plans need to be revised to 
make them sustainable in today’s environment.  It would be essential that any revisions 
would take cognisant of the emerging Local Development Plan and a sustainable 
approach to development be adopted.   

• It will be essential to find suitable funding to deliver as many projects as possible and it 
will also be necessary that the Town and Village Steering Groups work closely with the 
Council to take account of the out workings of the ITRDS, to ensure the future reviews of 
the plans do not just produce wish lists of projects.  This will be extremely challenging as 
the Council’s own resources will be stretched.  

• The successful conclusion of the Rural Development scheme and the allocation of the 
entire budget available.  This will require continued partnership working between the 
Ards and North Down Rural Partnership, DAERA and the Council.   

• To use opportunities through small specific pots of funding available through TRPSI to 
support rural businesses and other sectors of the rural communities where possible. 

• Continued decline of traditional retailing in towns and villages due to online trading and 
out of town retail parks.  

• Lack of infrastructure to encourage sustainable transportation, therefore, greater traffic 
congestion and rural isolation. Also, the deduction/rationalisation of public transport 
services. 

• The population in the Borough will continue to grow, but this will have an increasing 
percentage of older residents.  This may determine a need for some additional services 
and a change of emphasis on others.  

• To support the delivery of action plans stemming from the Council’s Integrated Tourism, 
Regeneration and Economic Development Strategy and the Arts and Heritage Strategy. 
This will involve taking the lead in a number of projects, and supporting the delivery of 
the Strategy’s main objectives of job creation and increased visitors. 

• Continuing with the work on the City Region Deal.  Also, to take the lead in progressing 
the delivery of certain projects and supporting the delivery of others. 

• The Council also has to develop a new way to work with the private sector, especially 
developers.  This may include forming companies of special purpose to take forward 
defined projects.   

• The Council may also need to consider taking on initiatives in areas where there is 
private sector failure or non interest. 

• New legislation in many different areas coming from the NI Assembly. 

• New trading arrangement post Brexit.  

• Possible further lock down periods. 

• More people continuing to work from home. 

• Some sectors with the economy still not permitted to reopen and trade or operating 
under very restrictive conditions.      
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3.3 What are your future challenges? 
 

• New opportunities with partnership working from the Big Plan. 

• New opportunities to work strategically through the ITRDS.  Challenges include enabling 
the Council to deliver regeneration projects in the context of changing consumer trends, 
finite financial resources, planning and the available land constraints. 

• Issues of lack of centralised funding vs raising local rates vs sweating/realising unused 
assets to fund activities. 

• To revise Urban and Rural Plans, with costed priorities to enable a strategic Blue/Green 
initiatives and projects that support investment and regeneration whilst celebrating and 
protecting the built heritage, which is in keeping with the themes identified in the ITRDS. 

• The Queen’s Parade development to have commenced and an acceptable scheme for 
Marine Gardens agreed.  

• How any development of the Flagship Centre helps/hinders the regeneration of Bangor’s 
shopping core. 

• As part of the Belfast Region City Deal a Development Framework is to be developed 
and agreed. 

• To ensure the delivery by the Council of multiple capital village renewal projects. Start 
the prioritizing of the next round of village projects so that the Council is ready to avail of 
funding opportunities. 

• Lobby DAERA to ensure Council has a similar role in next Programme 

• A formalised working arrangement with Village Stakeholder Groups where possible.  

• Growing global dominance of online retailers is a challenge for town centre traders. 

• A better working relationship with the Chambers of Commerce to be developed based on 
the out workings of the delivery of each’s two-year business plan. 

• Working with DfI Roads to develop better roads infrastructure about the Borough, which 
is necessary to aid the development of this area as a tourism destination.   

• To take advantage of the possible disposal of Kinnegar Military base and how the 
Council can maximise this for the betterment of the Borough. 

• Differing legislation and standards between NI and the rest of the UK.  

• Lack of investment or development as many businesses will take years to recover from 
C19.   

• Lack of air travel industry. 

• Lack of tourists and the their associated spend. 
 

4. Opportunity for Improvement 
 

4.1 Reflection of Service Performance 
 

The following are reflections on service delivery over the last service plan period: 

• The outputs planed for the Urban Development Section have been restricted by the lack 

of an Assembly and DfC available budgets. Restrictions still apply to the area considered 

for funding by DfC as the existing Town Centre Boundaries (as assessed by NIRA) are 

deemed eligible and outside these boundaries deemed ineligible.    

• Town Centre Marketing & Events have proven difficult due to programme given changes 

in approach to procurement and ultimately late development and implementation.  

• Given the renewal of the Assembly it is hoped that Capital budget and the 

implementation of a 3-year implementation plan will be available from DfC.  

• Town Steering Group meetings will consult on further reviews of the 5 Masterplans.  This 

will result in reprioritisation, new projects added and some projects removed. This will 
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focus on key project delivery and a rationalisation of projects going forward in line with 

prioritised DfC and other funding opportunities. 

• Regular staff meetings held to appraise and consult on a range of issues, policies, team 

brief and the new Corporate Plan ensuring staff buy-in. 

• Cross directorate working to understand contribution of regeneration across the Council. 

• Workshops and meetings with meaningful input to, Corporate Plan, Big Plan Working 

Groups, ITRDS working groups to ensure consistent projects and content. 

• Queen’s Parade consultative group meetings to ensure good communications and 

feedback particularly managing information regarding planning progress and phasing. 

• Queen’s Parade Board to progress a deliverable scheme that meets planning 

requirements and is right for Bangor. 

• Continue meetings with the Developer to progress the Front development for Holywood. 

• Input to the car parking strategy to ensure consistency with Masterplans and Village 

Plans. 

• 5 new 2-year Business Plans for Chambers to enable funding release to improve 

membership of the Chambers and increase a presence and a forum to discuss key 

issues related to the town centres.   

• Ards and North Down Rural Partnership has approved 75 applications to Rural 
Development Programme across the 4 main funding schemes (Rural Business 
Investment Scheme, Rural Basic Services Scheme, Rural Village Renewal Scheme and 
Co-operation Scheme). £3.5M of the Partnership’s £3.15million Programme allocation 
has been committed to these applications to date. Additional funding has been secured 
towards Village Renewal Projects of £1,088,769. 

• A working relationship has been established across all 16 villages, with projects 

identified for each Village to be taken forward by the Council for Village Renewal funding 

as part of the Rural Development Programme. Regular meetings have been held with 

village representatives to agree projects going forward. The technical development 

phase of 8 projects will be taken forward to funding approval including a Borough wide 

entrance signage scheme.  In addition, 7 additional technical studies have been 

progressed in the last year. Also, agreement to reconstitute 8 new Village Forums is 

underway, with the remainder planned for the next year. 

• Officers continue support the SEAFLAG Board.  A public realm project has been 

identified and brought to the concept design stage. 

• An overall review of the services provided and how we do so. 
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5. How will the Regeneration Unit contribute to corporate 
objectives? 
 
The Regeneration Unit can be expected to have a direct impact on the following:   
 

Outcome/Objective Service objectives 

Deliver high quality customer 
focussed services (Corporate 
Objective) contributing to civic 
pride and community plan 
outcomes 

The Regeneration Unit will help the wider Council to 
improve efficiency, performance and achieve its 
vision by striving to meet all corporate targets.  Also, 
review how our services are provided and to work 
more effectively with central government. 

Develop more engaged, 
empowered and integrated 
communities 

With the ongoing reconstitution of the town and 
village steering groups it will allow permit people to 
have a say in how their areas are developed and the 
prioritised projects to be undertaken. 

Increase pride in the borough With the development of the new Integrated 
Tourism, Regeneration and Development Strategy 
and the delivery of the out workings of it will help 
promote a new enthusiasm for the Borough and in 
many of its residents and aid in the creation of new 
job and an enhanced tourism offering.   

Promote a clean, green, healthy, 
safe and sustainable environment 

Projects adhered to best practice in design 
principles in terms of public realm schemes, village 
enhancement and built environment projects. 

Enhance our towns, villages and 
coastlines 

Development of new specific plans and roll out the 
village renewal funding currently available.  Also to 
consider a placemaking strategy for the Borough as 
part of the Urban masterplan development. 

Be financially responsible Deliver services within agreed budgets and seek 
alternative sources of funding where available. 

Maximise the potential of our staff 
to deliver outcomes 

Achieve staff attendance above 95%, completion of 
> 90% of personal development plans by staff and 
associated training. 
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6. Key activities for 2020/21 
 
 

SERVICE: Regeneration 

Community Plan Outcome: All people in Ards and North Down have pride from having access to a well-managed 
sustainable environment 

Draft Corporate Objective: Growing a cleaner, greener local and global environment  

Service Objective: Better decision making 

Underpinning strategies: Integrated Tourism, Regeneration and Development Strategy 

 
 

What are the Business as Usual 
activities we will deliver (actions)? 

What difference will it make 
(outputs/outcomes)? 

How will we know 
(measures)? 

Lead Officer(s) Who do we 
need to help us? 
(Internal/Externa
l partners) 

To complete projects in the Town 
Centres that enhance the built 
environment, preserve the built 
heritage and examine the possibility 
of meanwhile use and encourage 
greater retail occupancy levels 

Deliver new projects that will improve 
infrastructure and enhance the built 
environment of the towns and regularly 
monitor the occupancy levels in each 
town 

Projects delivered as 
specified and 
occupancy levels 

UDM DfC, NLHF, 
TSGs, Council 
Depts, DfI 

To continue to deliver Village Plan 
Actions and Projects 

Will improve the built environment & 
Placemaking 

Projects and studies 
completed 

RDM VSGs, DAERA, 
Council Depts 

To finalise a public realm scheme for 
Portaferry subject to funding being 
available. 

To enhance the attractiveness of 
Portaferry both to residents and visitors 
alike and will also attract new 
commercial activity to the Town  

A scheme that has 
obtained planning 
permission and the 
Economic Appraisal 
has been completed. 

URM Council, Town 
Steering Group, 
DfC and other 
statutory 
partners 

To complete a Development 
Framework, supported by an Outline 
Business Case, for the Bangor 
Waterfront Development which meets 
the requirements of the Belfast 
Region City Deal. 

This Plan, when delivered, will greatly 
change the face of Bangor for over a 2-
mile stretch.  It will enhance the 
commercial, leisure and tourism offerings 
which will revive the town and the wider 
Borough.      

Completion of a 
Development 
Framework.  
Submission of an 
Outline Business 
Case which has been 

HoS/UDM Council, new 
Bangor Town 
Steering Group, 
DfC, NIO and 
wider 
community 
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What are the Business as Usual 
activities we will deliver (actions)? 

What difference will it make 
(outputs/outcomes)? 

How will we know 
(measures)? 

Lead Officer(s) Who do we 
need to help us? 
(Internal/Externa
l partners) 

accepted by the NIO 
for funding 

 
 

What service 
development/improvement will we 

undertake in 2020/21 

What difference will it make 
(outputs/outcomes)? 

How will we know 
(measures)? 

Lead Officer(s) Who do we need 
to help us? 
(Internal/External 
partners) 

Is a 
Business 
Case 
required? 

      

 
 

What service / activities will we 
be stopping / changing in 2020/21 

Reason for stopping / 
changing activity 

Savings Impact on 
Performance 

Impact on the Public Impact 
on 
staffing 

To development a public realm 
enhancement scheme for the 
area around Portavogie Harbour 
subject to funding being 
available. 

Level of funding not available 
to undertake the scheme. 

Up to £55K of 
capital 
investment. 

Target not met. Disappointment 
following an 
expectation of a 
much-improved 
harbour area. 

None 

To continue with the 
reorganisation of Village 
Stakeholder Groups which have a 
wider community representation 
from each area. 

After taking advice, it is 
unlikely to be able to form 
new working groups with 
the current restrictions and 
the fear C19 has caused 
within the community. 

£5K Target not met New 
representative 
group not formed.  
This can be 
mediated by using 
existing groups 
and the new Rural 
Recovery Group 
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Performance Measures 

(should include those outlined above and 

relevant measures from Community, 
Corporate and Performance Improvement 

Plans plus those that are Statutory) 

Is the measure 
Statutory,  
Corporate, Existing 
or New? 

2015/16 
Actual 

2016/17 
Actual 

2017/18 
Actual 

2018/19 
Actual  

2019/20 
Actual to 
date 

2020/21 
Target 

Deliver town infrastructure projects Existing N/A N/A 6 4 4 3 

Delivery of Village Plan projects funded 
by the Rural Development Programme 

Existing N/A N/A N/A 3 2 8 

To create an Opportunities Plan 
supported by an Outline Business Case 
for the Bangor Waterfront Development. 

Existing N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 1 

To secure funding and obtained planning 
permission and to complete the 
Economic Appraisal for Portaferry Public 
Realm. 

Existing N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 1 

 
 
 

Resources: 

 

Are all actions resourced within the current (2019/20) budget plan? Yes     No   X 

Will additional resources be required? Yes X    No    
(If no please comment in Section A below how the actions will be funded, i.e. Staff Resources, Equipment, Revenue Budget, Capital Budget.) 
(If yes please detail additional resources in Section B below.) 

 

Section A: 
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Resources: 

 

Section B:   

All staffing, equipment and revenue budgeting will be met through the internal budgeting process subject the rate setting process 
and the acceptance of Business Cases.   

Substantial capital funding will be required from DfC, DAERA and the NIO. 

If the required additional resources are not available, please state: 

What is the likely impact on performance? 
 
The projects identified will not proceed until the funding is secured. 

What is the likely impact on the public? 
 
Disappointment among the Council members and the wider community as most of these projects are in the public domain and there is an 
expectation that they will be advanced. 

 
What is the likely impact on staffing? 
 
These objectives can only be delivered if the Unit’s full complement of staff are in place.  At present there are two members of staff on long term 
sick, with other key posts to be filled.  
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SERVICE AREA: Regeneration 

Community Plan Outcome: All people in Ards and North Down benefit from a prosperous economy 

Draft Corporate Objective: Growing our local economy 

Service Objective: Improved Connectivity, Economic Activity and Infrastructure 

Underpinning strategies: Integrated Tourism, Regeneration and Development Strategy 

 

What are the Business as Usual activities we 
will deliver (actions)? 

What difference will it make 
(outputs/outcomes)? 

How will we know 
(measures)? 

Lead Officer(s) Who do we need to 
help us? 
(Internal/External 
partners) 

To continue with sustainable Town Chamber 
business plans that enhance Chamber activity 
and assist in growing the membership base as 
well as utilise existing funding to animate the 
Towns. 

More outcome-based delivery 
for funded activities in each 
Chamber making the Chamber 
more accountable and 
assisting in making the 
Chamber more representative 

Proceed with a 
further two-year 
business plan for 
each Chamber   

UDM Chambers, Council 
Depts 

To manage the full expenditure of the Rural 
Development Programme budget.  Funding 
deadline has been extended due to additional 
funding 

Improve the quality of life for 
people living in the rural 
borough 

Targets achieved 
as set out within 
the Rural 
Strategy 

RDM DAERA and Ards 
and North Down 
Rural Partnership 

To continue the activity at Project 24 in order to 
provide a mean-while use facility and to animate 
the site. 

It will continue to provide 
space for creative industry 
businesses which enhances 
the offering in Bangor and the 
animation of the Town   

Strive to have a 
100% occupancy 
rate until the site 
is required for the 
Queen’s Parade 
development.  
Also, to run five 
events to support 
the work of the 
resident artists 

HOR Chamber of 
Commerce, Council 
Depts, DfC, Bangor 
Marine 

To continue to deliver town improvement via the 
Heritage Lottery Scheme in Donaghadee 

Derelict buildings brought back 
into commercial and domestic 
use 

Number of 
buildings to which 
work is 
undertaken and 
the value of the 

UDM Council, D’dee Town 
Steering Group, 
National Lottery 
Heritage Fund and 
private sector 
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What are the Business as Usual activities we 
will deliver (actions)? 

What difference will it make 
(outputs/outcomes)? 

How will we know 
(measures)? 

Lead Officer(s) Who do we need to 
help us? 
(Internal/External 
partners) 

grant which has 
been distributed 

 
What service / activities will we 

be stopping / changing in 2020/21 
Reason for stopping / 
changing activity 

Savings Impact on 
Performance 

Impact on the Public Impact 
on 
staffing 

To commence phase 1 of a 
feasibility study for the 
development of the Parklands in 
Donaghadee 

No Council budget available 
for this project. 

£40,000 Unable to proceed 
with the plan for 
these Parks.  May 
defer future plans 
for a new hotel at 
this location and 
other developments. 

Disappointment as 
this has been 
planned in previous 
years. The Council 
keen as having no 
vision for this area. 

None 

To develop a conceptual mixed-
use masterplan for the former 
MOD base at Kinnegar, 
Holywood and to explore the 
partnerships needed to deliver 
such a plan 

No Council budget available 
for this project. 

£15,000 Not being able to 
comply with a 
Council decision.  
Not being able to 
deliver on the MoU 
which was agreed 
with the MOD.   

Disappointment as 
this is a key site at 
the entrance to our 
Borough 

None 

Develop a new revitalisation 
scheme in conjunction with the 
DfC for tackling the frontages of 
vacant properties in the five 
towns 

It is felt this type of scheme 
needs to be broader than just 
the shop frontages.  It should 
include some internal works.  
This is going to be 
considered.  

Circa £15k on 
match funding 

Not being able to 
provide support for 
owners of vacant 
properties, however, 
a better scheme 
may be developed. 

Visible impact on 
some town centres 

None 

To undertake a minor 
environmental improvement 
scheme around Court Square 
Newtownards 

Funding not available from 
DfC 

Circa £15k on 
match funding 

Not being able to 
undertake a scheme 

Will be disappointed 
that this area is not 
upgraded. 

None 
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What service 
development/improvement will we 

undertake in 2020/21 

What difference will it make 
(outputs/outcomes)? 

How will we know 
(measures)? 

Lead 
Officer(s) 

Who do we need 
to help us? 
(Internal/External 
partners) 

Is a 
Business 
Case 
required? 

To deliver a new micro business 
development grant scheme 
 

Provide small grants to micro small 
rural businesses 

Number of grants RDM DAERA No – 
funding 
from 
DAERA 

To administer the delivery of the 
funding that has been allocated for 
business recovery within the 
towns, villages and smaller 
settlements  

Will provide direct support to 
businesses within these areas, as 
well as providing associated activity 
and infrastructure  

Allocation of at least 
90% of the funding 
by March 2021 

HoS, RDM & 
UDM 

DfC, DAERA, 
Town Recovery 
Groups and 
Rural Recovery 
Group 

No 

 
 

Performance Measures 
(should include those outlined above and 
relevant measures from Community, 
Corporate and Performance Improvement 
Plans plus those that are Statutory) 

Is the measure 
Statutory,  
Corporate, Existing 
or New? 

2015/16 
Actual 

2016/17 
Actual 

2017/18 
Actual 

2018/19 
Actual 

2019/20  
Actual to 
date 

2020/21 
Target 

Proceed with a further two-year business 
plan for each Chamber   

BAU N/A N/A N/A 4 5 5 

Manage the full expenditure of the Rural 
Development Programme budget. 

BAU N/A £23,740  £669,615  £658,376 £1,019,701 £1,282,924. 

Manage the full expenditure of the TRPSI 
Micro business budget.  

New     6 8 

To continue the activity at Project 24 in order 
to provide a mean-while use facility and to 
animate the site 

BAU 80% 88% 97% 100% 100% 100% 

To run events at P24 until the end of 2020 BAU N/A N/A N/A 8 10 8 

Schemes to be delivered via the 
Donaghadee Townscape Heritage initiative  

BAU N/A N/A N/A N/A 5 3 

National Lottery Heritage Fund BAU N/A N/A N/A N/A 90% 100% 
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Performance Measures 
(should include those outlined above and 
relevant measures from Community, 
Corporate and Performance Improvement 
Plans plus those that are Statutory) 

Is the measure 
Statutory,  
Corporate, Existing 
or New? 

2015/16 
Actual 

2016/17 
Actual 

2017/18 
Actual 

2018/19 
Actual 

2019/20  
Actual to 
date 

2020/21 
Target 

To administer the delivery of the funding that 
has been allocated for business recovery 
within the towns, villages and smaller 
settlements by March 2021 

NEW N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 90% 

 
 

Resources: 

 

Are all actions resourced within the current (2019/20) budget plan? Yes     No   X 

Will additional resources be required? Yes X    No    
(If no please comment in Section A below how the actions will be funded, i.e. Staff Resources, Equipment, Revenue Budget, Capital Budget.) 
(If yes please detail additional resources in Section B below.) 

 

Section A: 

Section B:   

All staffing, equipment and revenue budgeting will be met through the internal budgeting process.   

Substantial capital funding will be required from DfC, DAERA and NLHF. 

If the required additional resources are not available, please state: 

What is the likely impact on performance? 
 
The projects identified will not proceed until the funding is secured.  Recovery Grant monies have been secured, but must be allocated by March 
2021 
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Resources: 

 
What is the likely impact on the public? 
 
Disappointment among the Council members and the wider community as most of these projects are in the public domain and there is an 
expectation that they will be advanced.  Direct grants to businesses will be well received with other recovery projects helping the look and feel of 
the towns and villages. 

 
What is the likely impact on staffing? 
 
These objectives can only be delivered with current staffing levels.  At present there two members of staff on long term sick.  
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SERVICE AREA: Regeneration 

Community Plan Outcome: Enabling all other outcomes 

Draft Corporate Objective: Growing a high performing Council 

Service Objective: We will be engaged, positive and will invest in our skills and knowledge 

 

What are we going to do this year 
(actions)? 

BAU 
or 
PI1 

What difference will it make 
(outputs/outcomes)? 

How will we know 
(measures)? 

Lead 
Officer(s) 

Who do we need 
to help us? 
(Internal/External 
partners) 

We will maintain a healthy working 
environment driven by PERFORM  

BAU Maintain and improve staff 
wellbeing and engagement 

% attendance 
No. of staff meetings 
which may include 
team brief discussions 
and discussions about 
service delivery. 
Completion of 
PERFORM discussions 
with all staff 
 

HOR, UDM, 
RDM 

HR & OD 

We will demonstrate value for money 
in the delivery of our services 

BAU Operate within the agreed budget To achieve at least 
95% of the agreed 
budget 
 

HOR, UDM, 
RDM 

 

 
 

What service / activities will we 
be stopping / changing in 

2020/21 

Reason for stopping / 
changing activity 

Savings Impact on 
Performance 

Impact on the 
Public 

Impact on 
staffing 

To develop staff expertise 
through investing in skills and 
knowledge. This was measured 
by the no. of job-related training 

C19 Regulations and the 
Council’s training budget 
being greatly reduced.  

Circa £4K   Some 
staff not 
being 
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What service / activities will we 
be stopping / changing in 

2020/21 

Reason for stopping / 
changing activity 

Savings Impact on 
Performance 

Impact on the 
Public 

Impact on 
staffing 

courses or seminars attended 
per employee and the no. of 
personal development courses 
attended per employee 
  

able to 
undertake 
courses 
they had 
hoped to 
do 

 

What service 
development/improvement will we 

undertake in 2019/20? 

What difference will it make 
(outputs/outcomes)? 

How will we know 
(measures)? 

Lead 
Officer(s) 

Who do we need 
to help us? 
(Internal/External 
partners) 

Is a 
Business 
Case 
required? 

      

      
      

      

 

Performance Measures 
(should include those outlined above and 
relevant measures from Community, 
Corporate and Performance Improvement 
Plans plus those that are Statutory) 

Is the measure 
Statutory,  
Corporate, Existing 
or New? 

2015/16 
Actual 

2016/17 
Actual 

2017/18 
Actual 

2018/19  
Actual 

2019/20 
Actual to 
date 

2020/21 
Target 

% attendance Corporate N/A 97.9% 95% 83.5% 97% 95% 

The monthly team brief delivery to all staff 
(virtually) who are not on 
leave/maternity/long term sick 

Corporate N/A N/A N/A 100% 100% 100% 

To achieve at least 95% spend of the agreed 
budget 

Corporate N/A 91.7% 78.6% 87% 88% 95% 

Pride and Performance review completed 
with all staff 

Corporate N/A N/A N/A 90% 100% 100% 

No. of staff meetings (virtually), including 
updates on service plan delivery 

Existing N/A N/A N/A 28 28 30 
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Resources: 

 

Are all actions resourced within the current (2019/20) budget plan? Yes X    No    

Will additional resources be required? Yes     No   X 
(If no please comment in Section A below how the actions will be funded, ie Staff Resources, Equipment, Revenue Budget, Capital Budget.) 
(If yes please detail additional resources in Section B below.) 

 

Section A:  The operating budget for the Regeneration Unit is funded via the Council and agreed at the budget setting time. 

 

Section B:   

 
If the required additional resources are not available, please state: 

What is the likely impact on performance? 
 

 
What is the likely impact on the public? 
 

 
What is the likely impact on staffing? 
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7. Risks 
 

Ref: 
Risk 

Description 

Gross Risk 

Current controls 

Residual 
Risk 

Risk Status 

Further Action 
Required 

Action Due 
by 

Risk Owner 

Notes to 
explain 

rationale for 
scoring, etc. I L R I L R 

Tolerate / 
Action 

1 Sourcing 
available 
funding for 
Regenerati
on projects  

 

1 

 

1 

 

1 

DfC, DAERA and DfI 
have allocated circa 
£1.6m for capital 
recovery projects in 
the towns, villages 
and smaller 
settlements. 
This funding must be 
committed by March 
2021.  

 
1 

 
1 

 
1 

 

Working closely 
with the 
Department 
officials and the 
various town and 
rural groups to 
develop plans for 
the various areas 
so the funding is 
allocated by 
March 2021. 
 

Ongoing HOR/UDM/R
DM 

Funding has 
been 
guaranteed 
by DfC and a 
Letter of 
Offer has 
been 
received and 
returned. 

2 Lack of 
engageme
nt by 
external 
groups/age
ncies 
leading to 
inability to 
deliver  
programm
e/ service. 
 

 

3 

 

3 

 

12 

Defined terms of 

reference for each 

working group and 

appropriate 

administration. Timely 

and accurate 

communication and a 

defined process for 

feedback/consultation

.    

 

2 

 

2 

 

4 

 

Support working 

relationship with 

current groups.  

Develop an 
engagement 
process. 
New Recovery 
Groups working 
well.  

Ongoing HOR/UDM/ 
RDM 

Priorities for 
partners may 
be different 
with, in some 
cases, an 
agreed 
approach 
needing 
some 
negotiation 
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Ref: 
Risk 

Description 

Gross Risk 

Current controls 

Residual 
Risk 

Risk Status 

Further Action 
Required 

Action Due 
by 

Risk Owner 

Notes to 
explain 

rationale for 
scoring, etc. I L R I L R 

Tolerate / 
Action 

3 Low staff 
morale and 
high 
absenteeis
m causing 
poor 
service 
performan
ce 
especially 
with 
everyone 
working 
from 
home. 

 

4 

 

3 

 

12 

Regular team 

meetings held 

virtually.   

More inter-

departmental team 

working to deliver 

Council priorities. 

Compliance with 

attendance policies. 

 

3 

 

2 

 

6 

 Continue with a 

two-way 

communication 

process and 

regular team 

meetings.   

Push for better 

interdepartmental 

working 

procedures.    

 

Ongoing HOR/UDM/R
DM 

At present 

two members 

of staff have 

been on 

extended 

periods of 

sick leave. 

Also, projects 
being 
undertaken 
need full 
internal 
officer 
support and 
input. 

5 The 
inability to 
find 
suitable 
project for 
funding 
under the 
FLAG 
programm
e. 
 

3 3 9 Work with local 

groups to identify a 

project and then to 

secure match funding 

from the Council. 

 

2 2 4 

 

 Ongoing HOR Funding 

restrictions 

maybe 

limiting the 

number of 

applications 
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Ref: 
Risk 

Description 

Gross Risk 

Current controls 

Residual 
Risk 

Risk Status 

Further Action 
Required 

Action Due 
by 

Risk Owner 

Notes to 
explain 

rationale for 
scoring, etc. I L R I L R 

Tolerate / 
Action 

7 Brexit 5 4 20 Monitoring of advice 
related to Brexit 
Researching 
alternative sources of 
funding for 
programmes. 
 

3 3 9 

 

Ongoing 

monitoring and 

advice 

Ongoing HOR, UDM & 
RDM 

 

8 Covid 19 
resulting in 
full lock 
down 

4 4 16 Following current 
guidelines and 
undertaking most of 
the Regeneration 
function from home 
working and via virtual 
meetings. 

3 3 9 

 

Monitor and work 

with the 

government 

departments. 

Ongoing HOR 
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8. Resources 
 
8.1 Staffing 
 
Regeneration:  Head of Service, Administrative Officer.    
 
Urban Development:  Manager, Officer, Urban Designer, 2 x Assistant Regeneration 
Officers and THI Officer. 
 
Rural Development:  Manager, 2 x Assistant Regeneration Officers, Finance and Project 
Development Officer. 
 
8.2 Financial 
 
A revised budget of £776,900 has been agreed by the Council for the Regeneration Unit 
until March 2021.  
 

9. Monitoring and Review 
 
Monitoring and review will be undertaken throughout the year or as otherwise specified for 
specific projects.  Results will be reported to the Regeneration and Development Committee 
at the agreed intervals.   
 

10. Conclusions 
 
The Regeneration Section will continue to strive to deliver an excellent and efficient service 
throughout the Borough.  The key targets detailed above are a means by which to measure 
this. 
   

11. Appendices 
 
None. 

 

 

 

 


